"I am much impressed with the diversity and professionalism displayed in my sample DX NEWS. It's quite a change since I last was a member in '61...."
(Dave McCurdy, N.D.)

ON THE INSIDE...........
- Domestic Supremacy Ratings - Bob Karchevski
- Notes on how to hear WHOT while their day pattern is fulltime - Wes Boyd

NEW MEMBERS
* John J. Anderson, Jr., 166-05 Highland Ave., Jamaica, NY 11432
* James P. Armstrong, P.O. Box 52, Taberg, NY 13471
* John P. Lombardo, 2008 Church St., Scotch Plains, NJ 07076 (re-joins)
* Kurt A. Nelson, 71 Valley Dr., Churchville, PA 18966
* William "Pat" Hartlage, 9200 Wendell Way, Jeffersonville, KY 40299
* Timothy N. Colbert, 1008 Englewood Dr., Parma, OH 44134
* Mark D'Inovanni, 112 Quentin Ave., New Brunswick, NJ 08901
* Bernard J. Lorch, 361-06 Illen Ave, Baltimore, MD 21215
* Rev. David McCurdy, P.O. Box 21, Gackle, ND 58122 (re-joins)
* David A. Duquette, 167 Boulevard St., W. Springfield, MA 01089
* Richard E. Fisher, 015/01013, PCS Box 8607, Homestead AFB, FL 33030
* Michael Duerin, 5353 Baltimore Dr., #7, La Mesa, CA 92031
* Brett L. Hanavan, 645 First Ave., Chula Vista, CA 92011
* Scott Strentsov, 5206 Round Table, San Antonio, TX 78218
* Gordon Penderson, Jr., Smithwheel Rd., Old Orchard Beach, ME 04061

RENEWALS

Those of you members who live or work near any of the new members listed above, please contact them to welcome them into the fold. New members, why not write a fusing, send it to ERC and introduce yourselves....

Jan Burger

R.I.P.

We have recently learned of the deaths of two of our members since our last issue, Jan Burger, of the Netherlands, who was also the MWC editor for the Magelux DX Club, and Lewis Rewald of Wisconsin. We dedicate this the last issue of Volume 11 to their memory and extend our condolences to their families and friends.

Lewis Rewald
CLIPPING CORNER

submitted by either Dave Gleason or Geoff Fox
(Al Merriman rec'd it w/o name on KNIX letterhead)

international dx digest

After approval by the Board of Ministers of Venezuela, a new decree was released by the Minister of Communications, Dr. Alfonso Sanchez Bueno, regarding a new policy which will have to be followed from now on by radio stations when programming music. Sanchez Bueno declared in Caracas: "We believe that it is in our interest to protect our national music and in consequence our artists, composers and singers. That's why we extend an approval to a law regularizing programming by the radio stations and those which composed or performed by Venezuelans 15 percent of Venezuelan popular music composed or performed in our country, 10 percent of concert or classic music composed or performed by Venezuelans and 50 percent of free programming by the radio stations. This new way of programming will start with 20 percent of folklore or typical music, 10 percent of popular music and 5 percent of classic music in order to make it at least 5 percent of our music. At the end of the year the new policy will have to be in effect meeting the mentioned figures and percentages. This new programming will be from seven in the morning till 10 at night. After this hour every radio station will program following their choice. Minister Sanchez Bueno declared to Mauro Olmedo from Universal News, Caracas: "Recording companies had been the ones that more strongly had been backing us in this new formula. But by the same token, some recording companies are showing surprise and shock, promising public announcements in the near future.
NETHERLANDS ANTILLES - Radio Curaçao is no longer on 855. I don't know where they have moved to. First noted missing several months ago, but it slipped my mind until Bob mentioned it in the Forum. Further, heard an announcement on Radio Victoria on 925 that as of September 30 they were going to either 950 or 960. It seems that the NA stations are moving off the split. I wonder if this will affect St. Maarten and Saba or just the A B C Islands? (ID)

NIGERIA - Ibadan has moved to 1326 (ex 1316). * A new regional station has been heard in South Africa on 1345. (Wood, WC)

PERU - Radio Moderno Central on 930 is ex Radio Central. * Radio America is now on 1000 (ex 1010). * Two new stations in Lima are Radio 1460 on 1460 and Radio Independencia on 1550. (WC)

POLAND - On 7/22 the most powerful transmitter on the air with 2000 kw, at Konstancin. This station has the tallest tower in the world, 2120 feet (647 meters). (ID) Radio Warsaw (WC) Frequency not given but I think this is the long wave station on 227. (ID)

SOUTH AFRICA - Johannesburg on 1286 is still on the air. This is the South African most often heard in the states. (Sker, WC)

VATICAN STATE - Vatican Radio is using 1229 with 5 kw, on a regular basis. This was formerly a standby transmitter only. (Valante, WC)

NAMIBIA - I was wrong last issue. Starting date this year was September 18 and run until October 17. Look for African/African stations on late or running AM.

And now, what's actually being heard. Some good TF reception by Hank Wilkinson in California and as mentioned earlier the news was heard, but not (at least by me, and I've checked every night) since 9/11. Conditions have been a bit auroral here of late and the noise level is still high. Hopefully by the time you read this things will have quieted down and some good DX will find its way into your receiver.

Look for good TF openings the first half of October if previous years give us any guide and most important, REPORT WHAT YOU HEAR. This is your club and we need your support. The new DX Season is here and I hope everyone will resolve to report often.

555 - ST KITTS Z1Z Basseterre, low level in and out of noise, EE and sx, 9/4 0015-0230. (null) Noted here this past week with good signal but modulation still rather "muddy". (ID)

674B - USSR UHF station here at ID with 1030 on 9/9. Into JJ at 1032, now one new caller. Who is this? Wilkinson Only Russian here other than the Hawaiians is QNK from JW, but this too far west to be a new one. (ID) (Announced after last sentence last sentence)

585 - NORTH KOREA - Radio Pyongyang outlet very strong at 1037 on 9/9. First time this season. (Wilkinson) I note that Radio Pyongyang is again verifying reports regularly (at least on 16). So if you've tried reports in the past with no reply, it might be worth trying again. (ID)

674A - JAPAN JOCR Okada was VST on 1004 on 9/8. (Wilkinson)

595 - CANADA - Radio St. John's, Newfoundland,强 in AM and FM. (ID)

715 - UNED Big surprise here on 9/4.Logged from 1212 to 1201 on 9/1, believe it to be a repeater, Thailand on 10 kw. Will follow up on this. (Wilkinson) (WX) (ex 1000) heard on this frequency in Australia. With 500 kw, this should put quite a signal into the WC. (ID)

750 - JAPAN JOBS Sapporo was heard at 1102 on 9/9 and with lessons in EE at 1156. (Wilkinson)

- RUGANSig 9/10 was noted on 9/2 0433 with SX. (ID) (Greece, Partido Liberal; protection, (Husser)

779 - JAPAN JOCR Akita in parallel with JOEB w/classical on 1104 on 9/8. (Wilkinson)

- NORTH KOREA Radio Pyongyang outlet. First time this season on 1036 on 9/9. (Wilkinson)

THE NEW SEASON IS HERE - LET'S HAVE YOUR DX REPORTED TO IDX!!! !!!! !!!! (Wilkinson)

120 - COLOMBA L/CQY Radio Qatucunga, Bogota logged for a report from 0933 to 1003 on 9/9. (Wilkinson)

580 - JAPAN JOBS Okada ... If I don't hear him 1 go back to bed ... (Wilkinson)

854 - UNID Possibly Lima at 1107 on 9/9 w/Radio Nacional... Weak. (Wilkinson)

785 - JAPAN JOCR Kumamoto. Getting to be a real now. Was heard at 1115 on 9/9 to 770 and 830. Again at 1202 on 9/9. (Wilkinson)

918 - Radio NAGRA at 1250 w/an strange, apparently oriental language, some bearing on 970 unique. Signal displayed similar characteristics to 970. (Greece)

683 - JAPAN JOPF Shimokita rather good at 1919 on 9/8. (Wilkinson)

218 - NETHERLANDS Antilles station was fair. Signal. Gave call letters and mentioned Aruba. Sign off announcer said will resume broadcasting at 8 AM (local time) 9/10 0052-0100. (null) Would be gone from here by the time you read this, see item in "channels". (ID)


945 - UNID Two SS stations, 3 Hz SAE. One station SS; man in SS. Poor level. 9/10 0045-0050. (null) Likely the RC and RC (ID) /Wauer)

5975 - NICARAGUA - Radio Managua, Managua only other. YN signal on 1217; 1241, SS speech about close transmitters; etc. Carrier flattered several hundred Hz, but otherwise strong, almost overcoming thunderstorm noise level. (null)

966 - MEXICAN XEJ noted 9/2 at 1200 here from 970, stable and very strong. Pit a hot on local KQOL on my portable, (Greece)

999 - UNID A strong signal here in New Zealand. (null)

1003 - UNID has vocals, long deep fades. Looped to SS 9/9 0020-0040. (null) Likely Colossal, noted a couple of times this past week here with fairly good signal, definite ID, (null)

1007V - COLOMBA (Harmonic) Radio Ambala, Ambala, India, noted briefly in Nov. 72 on 9/3. 9/9, "to" to JOGR, 1/4 kHz, no further details. (null) (null)

1305 - EL SALVADOR WSA Radio International, San Salvador. Man and woman in SS. May have been a sports program. Crowd background. 9/9 0300-0345. (null)

120A - GUADELOUPE The mystery station heard by myself and others is apparently TK1Q Radio Fuente, Paris, and, when heard, it would be in high class. (null)

1035T - HAITI A known repeater, Cap Haitien; 9/6, c/classical on 0010-0015 c/off in EE, announced s/ a 1120, super signal even on HH-10 portable standing alone. Two distinct carriers (prob TKM and HOS1) not quite together audible on freq (using HP-930) immediately thereafter. Change from TF to EE 1115 on 9/12. Also, on 9/7, 1121 through a "helios" procedure for about 5 minutes running down all countries around the Caribbean. (Sandstrom)

310G - NICARAGUA (Tentative) TKN Radio Occidental, Chinandega/97, tentative log w/s/off and NA 0041 (7), signal very low and tape just replay, but there is no idea to be a change of signal level before HOS1 heard (which see). (Sandstrom)

584 - PANAMA HOS1 Radio Union, Panama City; 9/7, w/off, 0045-0055 including NA, partial ID quite readable ..., Radio Union...1192 nacional de la Republica de Panama, 9/9 (null)

1040 - CHINA Radio Peking ... another regular. When you can't get his signal from the west are not existant. Gets louder as the morning progresses. (Wilkinson)

AS YOU CAN SEE, SOME GOOD DX IS BEING HANDED. YOU'RE DE TRENDING HERE ALSO 1 1 1
TURKEY

As noted before, the new 1200 transmitter has been heard: First by Ben Dangerfield on 9/9; his phone call alerted me on 9/11; heard here with strong signal but very high noise level prevented decent tape for report. I called GPN and he definitely IDed them by DP and frequency measurement; also IDed Middle Eastern sound but different. Music heard on the Arabic stations, ID's and brief announcement by a woman on the hour. When heard here on 9/11 there was a very pronounced silence, probably from SW. Not noted since 9/11, but comdx have been rather poor. Possibly SW is weak here, this should be widely heard and will be a new country for just about everyone. Probably the most important station in this ID, and I get it out of order, hi. (ED) 3 in running 24 hours. 1055-COLOMIA KFZJ La voz del Centro, El Espinal; 8/12, noted with SS pop PX 0555-0630 w/long fades, at times fair signal. Some splash from WNU-1050 and Debroa on 1130 listed for 15 kW; would expect better signal for power. New. (Sundstrom)

COSTA RICA TCFG San Jose. Religious program in E. Fair level. 9/9, 2130-0200. (Tull)

-LITUANIAN ZDK ZM 11/5 w/echo. Good level in WWF null. Good ID on the hour, 0140-0205. (Tull)

-GUADELS Radio Superior, the station I first logged on 2200 kHz 11/6/71, and last logged 2/17/74 w/0500 s/off, finally appears in an official list via WRTH latest IA news. It is TSC, at Quepetepe, H and again 9/7 at 0615, weak SS, IA 11X; OOCO 70— and slogan ID's: poor. (Hauzer)

-MEXICO XHBS Hermosillo, heard now ID's as "Radio Variedades" w/typical single of similarly named stations after each record. Heard very well w/KFAB-1059, 9/2 0200. (Ooolan)

-VENEZUELA TVX Radio Ma, Valencia; 8/4, noted following OSO1 when KBT cut carrier to super ID 0050, annats and back to mix. Another ID noted OSO3 right behind one for WPB which was audible in the long fades of TVX. When up, WPB quite good. New, (Sundstrom)

-UNID ASIAN Noted with fair signal in New Zealand. (NEWZIL)

-VENEZUELA TVPH Oras del Lago, Maracaibo 8/16, w/pop PX 0025+, ID has music of Hum a la guagua but no vase, back to mix, fairly good above lo-pitched gabbling het from other IAS, w/KX0X nullled. (Sundstrom)

COSTA RICA TSXHIB Radio Capital, San Jose; 9/7, noted in all talk 0330-0310, apparently has drifted about 400 hz low, quite marked on SB-620/PHS-3 call SS mx, air lot several times. 9/9 0120-0135. (Tull)

-UNID Hun, suspect Cuban jammer. 9/9 0110-0115. (Tull) Most likely. (ED)

-EL SALVADOR YSGC San Miguel, fair level. Some EE mx. Fast SS announcer uses call letters on ID. 9/4 0540-0405. (Tull)

-OCTAYNA Vox heard for first time this season starting at 1126 on 9/6. Sige reasonably good at 1137 on 9/6. This station fades a lot more than other regular Asians. (Wilkinson)

-JAPAN JPN AS Okawa in / to JUNK on 1010 w/baseball game on 9/8. Had a lively musical program at 1208 on 9/9. (Wilkinson)

-NEW ZEALAND ARS 509 New Zealand good level SS 509 on 9/4, 0150-0205. (Tull)

-MEXICO XMWG Guadalajara, Chih. heard first time 9/15 1228-1255 w/ranches mix and much about the 16th of September. ID by jingle after each record as "La G Grande." (Gleason)

-MEXICO XEMX Mazatlan, Sin. no longer AN, s/9 on 9/15 1155 w/manantias.

-GUATEMALA KFFG Radio Monumental, Limon; noted 500 hz low, OCSO-0415, heterodyning Lillo-1376. Relatively stable sig compared w/deep fading from the noise level to a good level on Lillo. (Sundstrom)

-FIANCAST Lillo; OCSO in FF, considerable weaker than Nice-1554, but 2nd best TA this FM. Deep fades, fairly good at times, but many drops to noise level. First TA opening this season. 9/8. (Sundstrom)

-1439-DOMESTIC KFUR Amarillo, Texas. Strong rock noted here 8/24, 0135, w/pan-handle ads, K-PUR ID jingle; Amarillo, nominal 1440. (Hauser)

1682-COSTA RICA TGGH Radio Monumental, Ciudad Quesada; 9/9, w/repative chimes on hour, 0500 ID, quite clear, and into talk. Modeste fading, not as strong as expected. A clear shot on SB-620, but any audio buried under splash on 1470. (Sundstrom)

1735-SABAN, MALAYSIA in at 55 on 9/6. Program of mixed selections of light mx and native songs by male w/very light musical background (mostly drum like only) w/announcer, quick hit and go. Shows peak to 15 to 20 second duration. Was fair at 1136 on 9/8, was noisy and w/copy good programming at 1116 on 9/9. Should get this one this season. He verifies too. (Wilkinson)

-MEXICO XRGH Radio Tricolor, Mexico, DF has reactivated its SW outlets on 1130, 1135, and 1140. First noted 8/23 and 9/1 respectively. Says pertain it to "Un Orco Geo," either a new group, or a new name for the old one.

-DECAYA TIDJRM, Iturriaga; good level, SS radio drama, then /HUAS/ into news, 9/4 0200-0250. (Tull)

-FRANCE ORTF Nice; 9/8 w/vocals, slight fading but holding above OBW-1550 which was 9/10, on 1550. Other beta/pipe on SB-620 screen on 1620, 1595, 1578, 1440, readable audio on 1376, but this outlet by far and away the best-first TA this season. (Sundstrom)

-GUADELS Probably clearing up another harmonic unit is now in view via WRTH latest IA news. A "Radio Modelo" ID was heard on 3100 hzs 2/19/73 at 1100, from Guatemala; a new listing by this name appears in 1560 in Retalhule; thus, TGHE was likely, and still may be operating on 1550 rather than 1560, the former being the appropriate fundamental of 3100. (Hauser)

-MEXICO XELX Monterey, NL 8/24 0125 Monterey add, TXs, "Radio Mexicana" ID during KYBE fade. (Hauser)

Thats all the material on hand. I hope everyone understands the Turkish item on 1018 - I managed to butcher that one up pretty good, hi. Thats what you get for not writing things down, but doing it in your memory. That won't happen again! They are currently running 24 hours because of the Cyprus crisis; my reception was between 0300-0310; GPN reported very strong signal at 0200 when he taught an ID. If comdx are decent, Im sure there will be many reports of this one in the next few weeks. Signal strength indicates that it might be worth looking for this one in the mid-west and west.

A few veries from Gregg Calkin...

-INTERNATIONAL WATERS Radio Atlantic, card w/date and QSL statement in 8 months, 2 months after f/up w/mint Dutch stamps. Addr: P.O. Box 385, Ostgburg, Holland, Now on 962 kcs. (Calkin, England)

-CTPHS Radio Monte Carlo, Cape Greco, card w/frequency and date in 3 months for 3 IRMs. (Calkin, Pakistan)

-TIMANDA VOA, San Fachi, card from Washington w/site and date: 3 months. And now, a whole bunch of Mexican veries from Dave Gleason. Dave mentions that he now has 133 EX veries out of 207 reported.

-EXBRP Radio, Mexico, DF, Radio Judicium, w/after 2nd f/up from Antonio Peralta Carrera, Director of Operaciones, Dr. Rio de la Loma 300, Mexico 7, DF.

-EXBP Radio Variedades, Ciudad Mazacl, Ozah, w/first f/up from Luis Isaac Elia at Apartado Postal 76, Says sfs also uses the lexas (elorganes) of "De Mejor" and "La Etacion que Plenas Joven," Says that they are sending firs of the city later.

-EXBG Los Reyes (Av. Guahticoc 35, Mexico 7, DF) w/1 from lmc, Carlos M. Ferreres Matus, Gerente General, who says in part, "It is not that we have decided not to answer you, but we usually do not reply to reports from abroad, since, as you know, it can cause problems of a legal (cont)
NEW PLAN:

Based on NHC recommendations (which appeared on page 36 of DX News Volume 41 #26 for 17 June 1974) and on the many letters I have received from you, the DXer, I have made some decisions with regard to the future of the Domestic DX Supremacy Ratings.

From the inception of this column until now, there has been an average of 5 columns per volume of DX News (Volume 40 saw fewer columns due to the uncertainty associated with the Boston-New Jersey publishing change).

CHANGES TO EXPECT:

From now on these bimonthly columns will list only those DXers totalled at a location. At the end of the DX year (deadline 1 August - published in September) will be a column, which will be an annual compendium of DXers with single or multiple locations, the multiple locations all combined into a single total.

The suggested rules for the bimonthly "single-location" column will include, of course, the standard tests to determine if a tape recording qualifies as an acceptable "proof of station heard." Also totals you may have obtained at some other location within the past year are acceptable for listing even though you no longer DX from that location. However, any listing not up-dated within a year of submission is automatically dropped from the column, so once you have left a location over a year, it cannot be up-dated and will therefore be dropped. An example can be found in Column #2 in DX News Volume 40 #1 for 6 October 1972, where Morris Sorenson is listed twice, for two locations. His final totals from Otskona Ontario are shown, as is his new log he started in North Manitoba. The Central Ontario totals eventually drop out as he of course cannot up-date them.

For the annual "Compendium" column each individual DXer would be responsible for sending in his combined totals of all stations from all locations. The deadline would be 1 August of each year. Just add them up. If you DXed from 20 locations since 1920 (or thereabouts) and heard KMOX in 18 of those locations you then have 18 heard stations. This method should put some "old timers" in the 30,000 stations heard area. Maybe that headline I wrote for Column #12 in DX News of 6 October 1972 isn't as fanciful as I thought. Those DXers with totals from only one location will also be listed in the annual column. Once listed in the annual column you or your heirs must request a listing or your listing will appear as long as I am Editor (or the NHC trusts my arm) -- so even if you become inactive in the hobby, the active DXers will still know of your accomplishments, and have a competitive incentive to DX even more. Sort of a Domestic DXers Hall of Fame. (Except anyone can get in).

By way of review, to qualify for listing in the Domestic DX Supremacy Ratings you must enter your Name and DX Location and the totals for that DX Location. Also include the year you started DXing the location. For the annual "all location" listing, use the very first time you started DXing the Medium Wave band.

Send your entries to: NHC Domestic DX Supremacy Ratings o/b Bob Karchevski, Editor PO Box 1171, San Carlos, CA 94070

'Just Say It Was the Comancheros'
TO CONTINUE THE REVIEW....

For domestic totals include:
1) Total Domestic Heard (TDR) - 50 states, DC, 10 Provinces, and
2) Total States Heard (SH) - exclude DC.
3) Total Province Heard (TH) - exclude Territories.

Repeat the same three categories for:
4, 5, 6 Recorded "proof of stations heard" TAPES only.
7, 8, 9 Written verifications, received from stations heard.

For a tape recording to qualify as a "proof of station heard" it must
contain at least two of the following three identifiable items:
a) station CALL LETTERS (not a slogan or partial ID)
b) FREQUENCY (should be identifiable as a frequency, not part of a
slogan, etc.)
c) LOCATION said to identify station (not as mentioned in a newscast,
weather report, ad, etc.)

The GENERAL AREA information, given after each name, is NOT necessarily
the exact location. The idea is to allow the reader to locate that geographic area
involved immediately without referring to a map. Therefore, all DXers in sub-
urban cities will be listed under their Metropolitan area. Those who live in
rural areas within approximately 100 miles of a large metropolitan area will
be listed as "NEAR (CITY)", otherwise an area of the state or province will be
identified.

Also, I use a * next to your name as a warning that an up-date is required.
The next column will have a * next to your name if you still haven't up-dated.
And your listing will not appear any more unless you up-date. This paragraph
pertains to the bimonthly "single location" column only.

If you don't agree with this new format.....

WRITE YOUR CONGRESSMAN

The first of its kind in the United States...

DOMESTIC DX SUPERIORITY RATINGS for 8 Sept. 1974 (#19)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TB NAME AND SPPD</th>
<th>GENERAL AREA</th>
<th>HEARD TDR SH SF</th>
<th>TAPE TDD SP PT</th>
<th>WRITNS TDD SV SF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>68 HART, Dallas/Rt. Worth</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>1002 42 6</td>
<td>1000 42 6</td>
<td>13 6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63 BOYD, Near Cleveland</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>1217 49 9</td>
<td>860 48 9</td>
<td>856 49 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 DUNNING, NYC (NY)</td>
<td>NY</td>
<td>1280 43 10</td>
<td>721 42 8</td>
<td>720 43 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62 EDMUNDS, NYC (NJ)</td>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>1161 46 6</td>
<td>514 41 7</td>
<td>240 41 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 FORGH, Chicago</td>
<td>IL</td>
<td>1132 46 8</td>
<td>491 46 7</td>
<td>680 46 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59 OLDENBERG, Edmonton, Cent. Alta.</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>1064 49 10</td>
<td>477 42 9</td>
<td>610 44 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 STARR, Near Cleveland</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>1174 50 10</td>
<td>445 48 10</td>
<td>1135 50 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67 NEAL, Northern Calif.</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>550 42 5</td>
<td>341 39 5</td>
<td>101 42 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69 KARR, Near San Fran.</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>249 36 5</td>
<td>197 35 5</td>
<td>186 35 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 WHEELER, NW Penna.</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>2619 50 9</td>
<td>163 31 3</td>
<td>2591 50 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 PORTER, Seattle</td>
<td>WA</td>
<td>972 44 7</td>
<td>150 34 7</td>
<td>497 38 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68 BROOKWAY, Mid NY State</td>
<td>NY</td>
<td>456 41 9</td>
<td>96 30 6</td>
<td>324 41 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68 KAPP, Eastern Ontario</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>1133 49 10</td>
<td>76 64 7</td>
<td>26 20 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 HANUSCH, Southern Wisconsin</td>
<td>WI</td>
<td>1090 50 10</td>
<td>60 50 10</td>
<td>249 41 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 RUSO, Milwaukee</td>
<td>WI</td>
<td>1271 47 9</td>
<td>39 17 3</td>
<td>1247 41 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62 ATKINS, Louisville, Ky.</td>
<td>KY</td>
<td>1103 47 7</td>
<td>39 17 3</td>
<td>271 41 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72 MURRAY, Winnipeg, Man.</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>182 30 2</td>
<td>22 12 2</td>
<td>44 15 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72 STEPHENS, Norfolk, Va.</td>
<td>VA</td>
<td>319 36 4</td>
<td>25 13 1</td>
<td>130 29 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82 BORRETT, Central Penna.</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>719 50 9</td>
<td>6 5 5</td>
<td>428 45 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73 VENNING, Northern Manitoba</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>347 38 5</td>
<td>8 3 3</td>
<td>429 45 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74 VERNOW, Coast of Br. Columbia</td>
<td>BC</td>
<td>1843 49 9</td>
<td>66 41 6</td>
<td>491 46 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 ALLEN, Near San Francisco</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>2285 50 9</td>
<td>259 49 9</td>
<td>2659 50 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56 MERRIMAN, Washington, DC</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>829 45 7</td>
<td>97 61 7</td>
<td>571 45 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62 MUSCO, Near Nyc (Conn)</td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>691 43 8</td>
<td>57 31 2</td>
<td>571 43 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71 * POTENZA, Near Phila.</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>1043 47 7</td>
<td>43 17 3</td>
<td>428 45 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61 HUGHES, Los Angeles</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>900 42 8</td>
<td>443 42 8</td>
<td>428 45 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69 FALCONER, Near Toronto</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>706 42 9</td>
<td>416 40 7</td>
<td>428 45 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63 ARRODA, Near Boston</td>
<td>MA</td>
<td>684 44 8</td>
<td>415 44 8</td>
<td>428 45 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68 BARENDSEN, Central Calif.</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>377 49 8</td>
<td>414 41 7</td>
<td>428 45 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62 KERSPOE, Toronto</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>639 49 8</td>
<td>293 41 7</td>
<td>428 45 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 COLEMAN, Near North Carolina</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>1091 46 5</td>
<td>203 46 5</td>
<td>428 45 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71 * SKRANDSTAD, North Manitoba</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>259 31 4</td>
<td>61 31 2</td>
<td>428 45 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 * RECHAU, Cleveland</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>448 37 5</td>
<td>43 43 5</td>
<td>428 45 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69 CROWN, Near Seattle</td>
<td>WA</td>
<td>384 33 5</td>
<td>43 43 5</td>
<td>428 45 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The * means that these listings will not appear in the next column unless it is
up-dated before the next deadline, which is 23 Nov. 1974. The last column
to be listed by tape "proof of stations heard" was #16 appearing in DX News
for 11 Feb. 1974. Those whose listings do not appear due to their multiple
location totals are encouraged to send in their totals for their current loca-
tions. Mail those up-dates and new entries to:

NFI Domestic DX Superiority Ratums
c/o Bob Karchevski, Editor
107 1171, San Carlos, Cal. 94070
Brooklyn, 8h-

I'm looking 8/4-8931, 8:21, 8/29-A

For It

greetings.

Brooklyn, 8h-

I'm looking 8/4-8931, 8:21, 8/29-A

For It

...
they were issued a KIOA elco come is I'll awing I have re-

Britain is going the -sr format used at KCI, San Diego. Hartford already has three AM rockers & WTN-500 Mass. is a major factor in Hartford Co ratings too. WCBS is solid night & day downtown Hartford. WTN-500 PA is a new AM with a strong signal in the Hartford area & is affiliated in Philadelphia (WTC-500) Buffalo (WON-1120) & Norfolk (WVA-590) on the FM. For many years NBC had a policy against affiliating with daytimers. WTN-500 at 1200. WTN-500 at 1250 in the metro area, right in WANE's tail. (strong & out of only three stations in New Haven? - NRC) For total week ratings, WTA-5W outrates WNB-3540 about 2 to 1, WNB-50a outrates WTA-3540 about 3 to 1, WNB-500 outrates WTA-3540 about 1 to 1, WNB-500 outrates WTA-500 more than 2 to 1, and WNB-500 outrates WTA-500 about 4 to 1. In the Fairfield Co area, WNB-500 is out but right on their tail is WTA-500 at 5. (1-2-4 are WNB WNB WNB WNB). WTA-500 is a strong 2 in New Haven, and strong on radio. The only 72 station to show in any Co rating is WTA-3540. The AM rating in New England reveals that WNA-1340 Augusta. Me is c/w CH. The new CH-a on 880 (new in the past year) is evident u/powerhouse WCB in Hartford last night, since when it is strong it causes WCB to garble. 73s. (We had to cut a bit more regarding ratings to conform to line limit - NRC)

STEPHEN FRANCIS 1620 Lodge Street - Alcoa, Tennessee - 37701

I've been with NBC since late last year, but haven't gotten around to contributing anything to this till now. I've been DXing since 1970 & current totals are 1,600/6/28. A gear is the Hammarlund Superhetero antenna or other modifications. By far the gert 60s bucks I ever spent! Most has been 1930 w/47 heard; least is 720 w/44. Rio de Janeiro, Switzerland & W. Germany-1950 are most distant heard. My day at the hamfest was this past 147 (9/11/8). I still have a local WBEF local WBO was not off @ 2109 & stayed off till 6 for their last AF SP since 1972. WGB-950 NA, noted w/TT & frequent ID 2:30-2:40. After WGB split, I could detect an extremely weak two-man discussion program u/Aber & KIR & WBO. Portland, OR, didn't care for it. No ID, a real thrill for Ars. & the most distant domestic hixer here. At 1017 a fair but only "O Canada" started poking through Fidel's jammer on 1410. Ditto as CH on Canada 270 & my first Maritime. Anybody catch the Music of the People mini-series produced by the Oklah Medical TV for the FBI TV network? Glenn was doing the narrating chores. Local WBO-2001 has a very informal s/l talk program (it makes Nightcap sound sophisticated, hi!), the "Dr. the Bartender" show from 10pm to 5am Mon-Sat. Ernie's is hixer & well comes all hixer's calls. He got one from St. Catherine's, Ont. last December & that was the best DX I got that whole year. Last year I got a ring on 615-468-4680. The phone isn't picked up till you're on the air, so don't worry about running your bill. Next time, then. Thanks. (Welcome to the NBC, Stephen, and a nice report, which we trust is only the first of a long series of these! - NRC)

JAY WILLIAMSON Jr 304 Rockgreen Place - Santa Rosa, California - 95405

New location appears to have lower noise & static levels. I started the 1975-76 DX season last week, and as I write in my latest report due to DX interference it looks like I won't be able to DX in the 1200-1700 period while living here. We are trying out this area on a one-year basis, anyhow. We have contacted several DXers in the immediate area. I'll be visiting Jim Cutchett & C. Glenn at this time. I'm going to DXing full time now. It seems to be a hobby on the job. Sure helps to take up the slack for a retired guy after so many years of working hours. I will contribute all the news possible to the various NBC editors on a regular basis to make up for the many times I failed to contribute when here did. 73. (Swell, Walt, and get some more of your old buddies too!)

DICK THAX 3003 Gleason Lane - Jeffersonville, Kentucky - 40299

Not much exciting to report this time but several changes might be noted. As a few in my last I noted that I thought we were two most unusual licensing of co-channel stations in terms of distance, i.e. WBN and WNT-1500 in Ohio, and WBN/WF-1000 in Kentucky. Here's the latest:

During the week I made a trip down to the KY side. Well, it appears that WSN-1600 Greenville, KY, is NUC on the air near them or does it appear ever to have been. On a trip to W. Ky last week I drove through Greenville & listened to WBN comfortably. Mark your logs as being silent. I believe business travelers will be in the southern two-thirds of the United States before the end of the month or more. Soon I can verify activity on GY, etc., in that area. DXing has picked up somewhat but nothing record breaking to report. 9/1- NKN-1500 No. s/of at 8:15pm, 9/7- WN-1500 Tenn. s/of at 8pm. 9/7/7 very few unusuals per for Hurricanes, but WBN-1500 Ala., WSN-1500 Mass. were noted per the DXLOG. This was the first time WSN-1500 Tenn. been heard at all. 9/8 Good N/S CW tonight w/WHB-1500 R. 8/27s to G/S & Silhouette religious program; WSN-1310 Mich. at 8:30pm & ID & ws, nothing like former WSN format; WSN-1600 Ala. ID & ws @ 8:15pm. More after the season picks up.

DAVE GLEASON 7721 East Wills Drive - Scottsdale, Arizona - 85257

Since the new season is underway in theory (I haven't heard anything new yet, but then again, I haven't been listening much) I guess a Musing is in order. Phoenix now has two WNBs, as Geoff Fox has just moved here to be the first Knight where I am also known to work on occasion. Perhaps my long planned desert beverage will materialize with Geoff's help. After several letters to Drake about possible moves to improve the selectivity of the SFR-4, which is pretty bad, to say the least, I have finally opted to push the damned thing into the back corner of my closet and forget about a very big waste of money. I wish the NHC-150 still sold when I got it was still in my shack. The Drake people are pretty narrow when it comes to working on this type of problem. Their reply to my last letter was to suggest that I buy a different model - one that does not even cover the Red Sox. Veries now stand at 133 metastatic, one Puerto Rico, still have about 73 ID s out, plus one NY and a 25. Good DX in the season now. 73s.

DAVE S. FOX 333 Douglas Street - Reading, Pennsylvania - 15001

Since I have done some DXing I thought I should make. Being a rather novice DXer I am DXing less than a Null DXer, of course, but I am sure DXing listening throughout the Summer. It brought the Log total up to 400 so far. I have received veries from 191. Latest stations added to log were: 8/12- WBN-5500, Carp, Ky. @ 830 s/off. 8/12- WTN-1500 instead of usual WSN/GCM on 1760 at 815 & 1075 with 15m. 8/12- WSN-1500, Bedford, VA for 8/16 WSN-1440 WV. 5150-600 & 8000 Hz TTL till 517 pm, s/o; WSN, perfect broadcast program - sounded like TT was at 1000w & s/m was 500w. 7150-815pm, brought three new loggings on 1270a. WJW Lebanon, Pa. usually blocks this channel to CSS but on that evening I heard WSN Mass. s/ow talk show & Bed & Breakfast on 1770 & 1773; then WHI-500 s/off at 1780 s/off. 8/15 WSN-515 s/off. Recent goodies on graygarders include only ID or WSN-1340 on 8/16 to 8/15 & WWB-900 R. on 8/25 & 8/25. Reports out to WSN-1500 Comp. for 2250 s/off on 8/28 (might be log change there), WSN-1240 N.Y. for 8/16 3-5am log that is very unusual to find in DK NWC. I have recently spent much rewarding effort on these channels - but it really takes patience and time! Veries still slowly coming in. I will change the NRC's next list for my additios.

KGO sent verie statement on SC. WSN Key West was kind enough to enclose hurricane map instead of GM (said since non-directional I don't need one until the season starts). GM received by friendly semi-local DXers from WSN-1800 took five months but greatly appreciated. Keep DXing & best 73s.

STAN MORGAN 242 3 Bradford, Massachusetts - 01830

8/25 1000-2400 ex-8000, 6130-7100, mostly w/WWI even on null - verie in already on 8/26. Also verie from CJO-1500 in Camden /-CJO at night. They didn't specify / hours, though.

A NEW R.R.C. YEAR = OUR FORTY-SECOND! LET'S REVIVE THIS SECTION TO WHAT IT WAS A FEW YEARS AGO! REMEMBER THE 30-LINE LIMIT = PREVIOUSLY LESS! DOUBLE SPACE!
Then 8:00 am, I also use a Philips IC portable v/s-22t. I've always had a lot of portable receivers, but with this method selectivity is ten times better than on my main IC, which has just been repaired.

I also use a Heath r-19 / r & a Heath DPA-2 signal calibrator which I purchased from Tom Sundstrom. Recent DX: 9:50-11:30 pm on WRAI-1440 going strong, 9:10-11:30 pm on WKBW-580, which I think was 5NBW-41 in New York City. 11:50, 1010 WJNO-1440 to WGBH-1440, suspect on WGBH. 9:30-10:00 pm, KDJ-770 suspected on WSBM-770. 10:10 pm, WMA-1440 in Iowa like a long-range DX. 2:05 pm, KCOO-1460/WJR 1070 km away in Nebraska. 11:10 pm, WJB-1410 in Kansas. 11:10 pm, WJB-1410 fighting it out on 11:30 pm, both WJB and I was trying for heard.

9:20 pm, 1260 kHz, WJNO-1440, too weak for a report, though. 10:50 pm, WJNO-1440 pulled through. I like on WJNO-1440, too weak for a report, though. 11:10 pm, WJNO-1440, WKBW-580 fighting it out on 11:30 pm, both WJB and I was trying for heard.

12:00 pm, I also use a Heath r-19 / r & a Heath DPA-2 signal calibrator which I purchased from Tom Sundstrom. Recent DX: 9:50-11:30 pm on WRAI-1440 going strong, 9:10-11:30 pm on WKBW-580, which I think was 5NBW-41 in New York City. 11:50, 1010 WJNO-1440 to WGBH-1440, suspect on WGBH. 9:30-10:00 pm, KDJ-770 suspected on WSBM-770. 10:10 pm, WMA-1440 in Iowa like a long-range DX. 2:05 pm, KCOO-1460/WJR 1070 km away in Nebraska. 11:10 pm, WJB-1410 in Kansas. 11:10 pm, WJB-1410 fighting it out on 11:30 pm, both WJB and I was trying for heard.

9:20 pm, 1260 kHz, WJNO-1440, too weak for a report, though. 10:50 pm, WJNO-1440 pulled through. I like on WJNO-1440, too weak for a report, though. 11:10 pm, WJNO-1440, WKBW-580 fighting it out on 11:30 pm, both WJB and I was trying for heard.

12:00 pm, I also use a Heath r-19 / r & a Heath DPA-2 signal calibrator which I purchased from Tom Sundstrom. Recent DX: 9:50-11:30 pm on WRAI-1440 going strong, 9:10-11:30 pm on WKBW-580, which I think was 5NBW-41 in New York City. 11:50, 1010 WJNO-1440 to WGBH-1440, suspect on WGBH. 9:30-10:00 pm, KDJ-770 suspected on WSBM-770. 10:10 pm, WMA-1440 in Iowa like a long-range DX. 2:05 pm, KCOO-1460/WJR 1070 km away in Nebraska. 11:10 pm, WJB-1410 in Kansas. 11:10 pm, WJB-1410 fighting it out on 11:30 pm, both WJB and I was trying for heard.

9:20 pm, 1260 kHz, WJNO-1440, too weak for a report, though. 10:50 pm, WJNO-1440 pulled through. I like on WJNO-1440, too weak for a report, though. 11:10 pm, WJNO-1440, WKBW-580 fighting it out on 11:30 pm, both WJB and I was trying for heard.

12:00 pm, I also use a Heath r-19 / r & a Heath DPA-2 signal calibrator which I purchased from Tom Sundstrom. Recent DX: 9:50-11:30 pm on WRAI-1440 going strong, 9:10-11:30 pm on WKBW-580, which I think was 5NBW-41 in New York City. 11:50, 1010 WJNO-1440 to WGBH-1440, suspect on WGBH. 9:30-10:00 pm, KDJ-770 suspected on WSBM-770. 10:10 pm, WMA-1440 in Iowa like a long-range DX. 2:05 pm, KCOO-1460/WJR 1070 km away in Nebraska. 11:10 pm, WJB-1410 in Kansas. 11:10 pm, WJB-1410 fighting it out on 11:30 pm, both WJB and I was trying for heard.

9:20 pm, 1260 kHz, WJNO-1440, too weak for a report, though. 10:50 pm, WJNO-1440 pulled through. I like on WJNO-1440, too weak for a report, though. 11:10 pm, WJNO-1440, WKBW-580 fighting it out on 11:30 pm, both WJB and I was trying for heard.

12:00 pm, I also use a Heath r-19 / r & a Heath DPA-2 signal calibrator which I purchased from Tom Sundstrom. Recent DX: 9:50-11:30 pm on WRAI-1440 going strong, 9:10-11:30 pm on WKBW-580, which I think was 5NBW-41 in New York City. 11:50, 1010 WJNO-1440 to WGBH-1440, suspect on WGBH. 9:30-10:00 pm, KDJ-770 suspected on WSBM-770. 10:10 pm, WMA-1440 in Iowa like a long-range DX. 2:05 pm, KCOO-1460/WJR 1070 km away in Nebraska. 11:10 pm, WJB-1410 in Kansas. 11:10 pm, WJB-1410 fighting it out on 11:30 pm, both WJB and I was trying for heard.

9:20 pm, 1260 kHz, WJNO-1440, too weak for a report, though. 10:50 pm, WJNO-1440 pulled through. I like on WJNO-1440, too weak for a report, though. 11:10 pm, WJNO-1440, WKBW-580 fighting it out on 11:30 pm, both WJB and I was trying for heard.
writer: Wes Boyd
SSO W. Liberty
Girard, Ohio 44420

Jerry Starr 216 545 4543

FEEDS AGA INSTEAD (and the ladies that don't repart)

First off I'll list my deadlines for the next dozen or so issues in the new season:

**WLUJ**
10/2 #10/30 #10/12/4
10/9 #10/11/8 #10/12/11
10/16 #11/13/11 #12/12/21
guys till Jan.--

**WMTQ**
10/23 #10/23/11 #12/31

changes

First the following is an up north...

1316 **WYX** AB St. Paul application for 10,000 10,000 DA-7

1370 **WHW** Kansas city application for 10,000 10,000 DA-M

**WYX** AD Westlake application for 10,000 10,000 DA-7

Only one of these should be granted. Think the DA-7 is really DA-1.

**WREK** RC Parksville application to acquire this from CHUR 1750, so
possible ask/call changes may be coming if this is granted,

I don't have any changes from the FCC, however will list general info
and such I've come across here...

550 **WEHZ** PA possible weekday s/off 2350
620 **WQK** OR delete the KRM network
670 **KEM** ID think off.(s/a) on 0300
720 **KREG** NY This CP finally on ETS (9/14)
740 **KRGB** CA Using this call now.
860 **KBB** MN 24 hrs.--MN SP: 0300-0830
920 **KAEK** OR new s/off 0400
930 **WDTH** IL weekday s/on new 0350.
950 **WMAF** FL ask is SPP.
1100 **KHAX** CA ask 0600 to LX5 w/ SOKS HJ PLUS 0100-0600 w/ 1K KD.
1250 **KHAN** NE ask has a MN SP.
1340 **TWA** PA new is a MN SP.
1350 **WLOL** FL ask is NSP.
1400 **TQF** NV ask seems NSP
weekend s/off 0155
weekend s/of 0300

740 **WCLD** MD Net is NGB, and Sun. s/off 0506
1540 **KTR** CA Apts-Capetadas, ID here--perm/ant. unknown.

TV appreciate if you could check & verify the above
info. Most should be correct but I'd like to double check.

One shed change I forgot, WMY 1430 MO
0350 (0600)--0105 (DS) in
the line of further late I've the following tips, CJAR 1240 MB as late as 0015
and usually mentions only "AR RADIO." (DB) The 720 Las Vegas CP is finally
on ETS...noted 9/14 w/ CC all day. IDed at 1200 giving call/location and
mentioned CP number. Volume about the same as KMSC 710 & KRG 740 (WDOC).
Thusly we get 2 novels, one NMB & one SD to dig out this season group.

### SEPTEMBER:

1st, 3rd, KWHO 5100 KF TT (JS) WNYT 1450 LT 0103-0107 (ELK)
2nd, 4th, WWHO 1500 (RDS)
3rd, KM WHTG 1500 (RDS)
4th, TH WKG 1500 w/ DIXIELAND (JS)
5th, 6th, WYN 5100 & WNYT 1510 (JS)
6th, TH KNX 5100 on Q7 check w/ TT & 0540 (NRC)

Last WMTQ 1500--WJBD 1470 w/ 1K on 0600, (TSS)

### SUNSET & EVENING:

590 **WMJS** PA 9/10 Strone in CKEY null 2330-2350 w/ talk show (JF) 9/7 Good

600 **WJCC** CT 9/12 U/WCAO/WATC 2305 w/ for sw CT (JF)

640 **GDI** NF 9/11 w/ local BB scores 2305, in clear for new prov. (JF)

810 **WCKG** NC 9/2 Hrdc. NC mentions/ads 1925 to 1930 s/off n/a WEGW (BB)

1000 **WJUI** NY 9/10 semi-local 1750-1850 s/off 0400. Runs to 1900 then 20 min
of n/a, then more m/s to s/off. (PJ)

CWKB NS 9/11 good 1926-1941 w/ Doug Taylor Hit Music show (FD)

Wayna SC 9/16 hrd. 1930 thru detailed s/off 1942, a bit early (FD)

1000 **CBS** RI 9/10 s/off of all 1900 in FF, no anthem hrd. (RM) 813

1250 **WJOY** CA 9/10 s/off by chance w/ HQ 140 AM Channel 2 w/ FOXY realigning
set. No WYXZ or Cuban. ID 2000 news, 2005 ID (TRS) 827-HWB

1370 **WELV** NY 9/13 faded up w/ WFEA 1900 w/ MTS BB for NY #109 (RM) So-HWB

1140 **WDEE** NY 9/12 in CKSL null 1951 w/ local spots & Yankees BB (JF)

1450 **WLEX** KY 9/12 off inants. 1942 then serenette to abrupt cut, no SSB.

1400 **WWJ** MI 9/12 Noted w/ s/off in the mess 2000 (JF)

1310 **WJSW** SC 9/6 Tent. log w/ WLAG null/fade 1929 w/ s/off anent. Hrd. a
mention of 1000 w/ & highway 101 (JF)

WLAK OH 9/16 Tent. log w/ many "Dixieland" mentions (JW)

1500 **KOWY** MN 9/11 was a new station, now listed anywhere. BB mx to
2043 w/off. Gave 5000 w/ & FM KNZ? Stereo 95-3 3/4 miles north of ?????,
Ninn. (JF) Danno who you heard, but this sure sounds just like the
stuff I hear on KOWP FARGO ND at sunset almost nightly--HWB

1570 **WGC** GA WA near dominants freq. SSB w/ BE STILL & KNOW, s/off 1945 w/ SSB.
Numerous SSB's w/ (BU)

WSSA GA 9/2 ID & s/off got thru WHEC 1945, one of the few that do (BW)

1580 **WAMT** NY 9/8 this pest again 1948-2000 w/ AM ID mx s/off (BW)

1500 **WGGQ** NY 9/10 Noted on top w/ RH mx 2000 (JF)

1600 **CFSS** ON 9/8 This CP on multi tone ET 1930-2000 (JF) AHA finally.

### MIDNIGHT TO SUNRISE:

540 **WMCL** NC 9/2 Alone w/ ET w/ C&W mx 0428-0438 (JF)

600 **WJSU** NC 9/1 Noted w/ WMT w/ RR 0525 then gone (JF)

710 **WOR** NY 9/16 Noted off 0050, OC @ 0230 (DS) leaving only CNB-HWB

730 **WHLN** NY 9/1 Strong s/0600, but mentioned 1000 w/ No mention of
the 115 w/ FSA in log (JF) if 0600 or before was his local
sunrise he uses full PWR. Most FSA's are only used 8-9 months of
the year--HWB

740 **XRGK** OR 9/11 very good 0125-0130 w/ mx-nx-wx (BB) 15% @ peak here-WBB

910 **WPFB** ON 8/25 hrd. 0200 w/ ID & UP1 mx o/u WCLG (KDF) This 111 100 w/

1430 **KDLH** MN 9/1 Noted w/ s/0350, log seal 0630 (JF) Picky-Picky--BB

940 **WGGP** PA 8/30/s/off w/ SSB 0601, excellent (KDF) 804

WMML IA 9/9 On late w/ Falcons-Broncos FB 0920--local ads 0300, post-
time show s/off w/ NA 0135. Not normally hrd. has a s/off
before CDM (TPX) That would tend to prevent a problem--HWB

UNID 9/2 Someone ending ET w/ SSB 0641, Looped SE (JF) When in

doubt Someone ending ET w/ late ETA's, few ID's.--HWB

1050 **WJAG** MA 9/2 Noted w/ EX mx 0230, on late or SP CHange (BB) ET?--HWB

1050 **KHAL** MD 9/205 s/off w/ SSB-Slight Loc CHange (JS)

1140 **KHL** MT 9/16 Powerful ET w/ RR 0320-0335+. Was so loud thought it was
the WJAC fe (JS) Har-de-har bar bar.--HWB

1250 **WJOY** VT 9/9 possible 0100 s/off, mentioned AM-FM powers, Thought the
AM SP started 0000 (RM) Maybe they changed it--HWB

1240 **WCBY** MI 9/1 S/off thru the mess 0705, then into mx (JF)
Bill Fait—hearing yesterday to say WWFR 1100 should go nondirectional about 1/1 or within a few days of that date, New site is the original site when WVEE was WTAM (before KYW & WYKC). Should then have less power to SW-SE-S & more to NE-NE-N.

For the most part mail from reporters is still holding at 2 days for most. Those few out west & NW Canada usually take 3 days. The few within about to last minute changes from the files of Dr. Starr:

APPLICATIONS:

1010 CO Brush 5K-D 1NK-CH 990 KYHE Oklahoma City
1005 TN Newport 1K-D (MOR/C&W) 1070 WAMN FL Tallahassee
1570 PR Penneulas 1K-D (Diversified) (KJHE is on the air—& but Starr
1600 AR Marshall 1K-D (C&W-Gospel) had it listed here—)

740 KTRH TX Houston 990 WANT VA Richmond
790 WWBR SC Bamberg—Baltimore 1300 WBFM MD Baltimore

FINISHES:


Call Applications:

600 KIXI CO FCC returned application for nite operation as incomplete.
790 KULP TX granted a move of ant/xmr. site.
950 KITE TX FCC denied request to ID as San
1210 KSX 2948 ID & increases to 5KW & add DA
1240 WCOB IA Seeks changes in antenna system
1400 WFPF LA Granted change in Ant/Xmr/Studios to Ward Line Rd., to
add series resistor.

Call Grants:

1050 WCEF WV granted call WAD
1150 KBER TX seeks call of KAZ
1310 ??? SC Pageland-seeks WPSC
1270 KWBF ND change back to KBMW

BAD Darryl Belanger Swan River,MB TR109R59 SM-2
FD Frank Dalley Preston,CT H0180 & mini-beverage
JeF Falcon Clinton,On 9R5906 SM-1
KDF Coors FortH Villa Park,IL & 9000 SCH-100 LW
RM Rum Musco,CT HQ180 & looped
ELK Edsel Kruddyline Middlesboig Hts.,OH H8Q13 & semi-working loop
TRE Tom Sundstrom Willingboro,NJ HQ180 & SM-2 XIE+R1 140 & LW-etc.
DS Don Kastle,De. HQ180 & SM-2 (Welcome back DON!!!)
MD Morton Neavham Yucca Valley,CA ???777777 (Welcome,
 dém dan mYERS TOLEDO,OH (Didn't send in anything at all---FINK
BW BIG WINK Man,WV A2515 & SM-1
JS Jerome Starr Hubbard,OH HQ180-4 loop & 1st beaver
HBD Harold Birdbrain Girard,Oh H8536 & 21 loop
RS Ronald Duke Fairbanks,AK H8 813 & Coors beaver
NOTES & FROM NJPC


The new printing of the NRC Domestic Log is currently targeted for completion by the time you read this. We've encountered a slight additional delay in procuring the proper quantity of spiral binders due to shortages of plastics, but that appears to be under control. The prices will remain the same - $6.25 to members and $7.50 to nonmembers. As we have a large quantity of orders to process, please bear with us if there are small processing delays.

Any of you who have photos (color or black & white) from the Toledo Convention, please send them to HQ for use in DX NEWS and we'll return them promptly.

Our estimated target date for the Receiver Reference Manual #1 is December 1. It will be the same format as the Antenna Reference Manual, except 72 pages long. Cost will be $2.50 postpaid in the U.S. and Canada.

A-index graphs for August and September will appear next issue, as space didn't permit this time around.

Next issue begins a new volume year, and marks NJPC's 1st anniversary and NRC's 42nd. Let's get a big turnout for Musings for that issue. Ernie's deadline will be October 11 for Vol. 42 No. 1 and October 25 for Vol. 42 No. 2.

ANNOUNCING THE RESSURRUCtion OF THE NRC MONOGRAPH SERVICE..... We have a current stock of many articles in highly technical areas. Those members who are technically oriented may find some of these articles useful in research in antennas or propagation. Send an SASE to HQ for a copy of the full list and an order form. These articles are for research use and do not include construction projects. We have divided them into articles which contain little or no mathematics or formulae and those which rely heavily on such material for easier reference.